
Streamlined redaction for 
global investment bank freed 
up 30% of resources  
About the Global Investment Bank 
A team of dealmakers at a major global investment bank that provides strategic 
advisory, restructuring and capital markets advisory, was looking for innovative 
ways to reduce deal team time spent on document redaction and increase time 
dedicated to higher-value deal activities. 

An Innovative Approach to Deal Success 
This team manages large deals and as a result, large volumes of document 
redactions. As redaction can be the most tedious deal-related activity, news that 
Merrill had integrated redaction into DatasiteOne sparked this bank’s interest in 
seeing how these innovations could drive redaction time down. 

Deal Team Leveraged Back Office Services for Redactions 
This team had first taken an innovative approach to staffing that quickened 
the pace of deal work-flow. They built a back-office services team that became 
expert in areas such as document redaction. Based offshore, they could deliver 
redacted documents each morning to the deal team, freeing them from 
redaction tedium and providing around the clock deal progress for clients.

Current Tools Were Slowing the Redaction Process 
Next, they turned to analyze their existing redaction tools, and identified several 
key improvement opportunities:

+ First, the current tools were missing words or phrases to be redacted  
 within scanned PDFs requiring the deal team to manually re-read all  
 redacted documents to ensure nothing was missing.

+ Second, the user was required to read through all document pages and  
 drag a “black box” over the word, phrase, or image. This manual  
 process was very time consuming and prone to error. 

+ Third, given the tool is non-integrated and stands outside the dataroom,  
 documents required downloading from the dataroom, then being  
 redacted, and finally  uploaded back into the dataroom.

These added steps and the complexity of keeping originals and redacted 
versions straight raised the chances for error. On large deals with thousands of 
document redactions, the error probabilities increased dramatically. The deal 
team, with its focus on high-quality, spent extra cycles reviewing and inspecting 
documents to ensure zero errors.

CASE STUDY

“WE ESTIMATE THAT 

DATASITEONE’S REDACTION 

CAPABILITIES REDUCED BY 

ONE-THIRD THE TIME NEEDED 

TO REDACT VS. OUR CURRENT 

STAND-ALONE TOOL.”

– Analyst,  

 Major Global Investment Bank

“WE DELIVER HIGH QUALITY 

ADVISORY SERVICES TO OUR 

CLIENTS AND ARE ALWAYS 

LOOKING TO EXPLORE NEW 

WAYS TO QUICKEN THE PACE 

OF CLIENT DEALS. EVALUATING 

NEW M&A PROCESSES AND 

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS 

IS A CENTRAL PART OF OUR 

STRATEGY.”

– Analyst,  

 Major Global Investment Bank



New Redaction Capabilities Put Innovation Back on Track 
Applying Redaction for DatasiteOne to a recent deal drove greater effectiveness 
in three key areas. 

+ The first was that with DatasiteOne, search accuracy was very high, especially  
 with scanned PDFs, so speed and confidence built quickly within the team.  
 DatasiteOne also automatically placed the redaction “mark” vs. manual  
 placement, as was the case in the current tool, making redaction go  
 even faster.

+ The second area of value was the redaction tools’ integration within  
 DatasiteOne. As documents are redacted using DatasiteOne, the system   
 automatically stores the original for the project administrator, and the redacted  
 version made available in its place in the index. This powerful feature eliminates  
 the complexity of index management and up/downloading found when using a  
 redaction tool sitting outside the dataroom. 

+ The third, the team lead found the redaction Status Page insightful to inform  
 the progress of every document under redaction and as a convenient place to  
 go to review drafts before sign-off. 

Strong Results 
The team saw an improvement of 30% of time saved using DatasiteOne vs. the 
stand-alone redaction tool. Their confidence  in the overall redaction process 
increased due to the power and accuracy of the DatasiteOne search engine. The 
increased redaction efficiencies using DatasiteOne - most importantly - meant 
more time spent with clients and moving their deals forward toward success.

DatasiteOne, a market-leading SaaS due diligence platform,  
enables dealmakers around the world to focus on the deal, not  
the data room. Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and  
world-class support make DatasiteOne the cloud-based virtual  
data room of choice for M&A and securities professionals in  
more than 170 countries. 
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#DatasiteOne

“WE LOOK FORWARD TO 

WORKING CLOSELY WITH 

MERRILL TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 

OF THEIR CONTINUOUS 

INNOVATION. WE WILL  

USE THEIR UNREDACTION 

CAPABILITIES WHEN WE REACH 

THAT PHASE OF OUR DEAL, AND 

HAVE IMPLEMENTED OTHER 

REDACTION INNOVATIONS 

WITHIN ANOTHER PART OF THE 

BANK.”

– Analyst,  

 Major Global Investment Bank
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